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A collection of richly annotated Dutch folk-song melodies

360 melodies in 26 tune families

Annotations:
- c. 1,400 motif occurrences in c. 100 motif classes
- Tune family labels
- Reference song for each tune family
- Phrase similarities
- Song similarities
- Phrase structure / Form

MTC-ANN 1.1

360 melodies in 26 tune families

Annotations:
- c. 1,600 motif occurrences in c. 100 motif classes
- Tune family labels
- Time stretch factors for comparability within tune family
- Pitch shift factors for comparability within tune family
- Reference song for each tune family
- For field work transcriptions:
  - recording place and date
  - place and date of birth singer
  - Source information (book / field work)
  - Phrase labels by 3 annotators

MTC-ANN 2.0

http://liederenbank.nl/mtc